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Abstract
Concerning accurate modelling of multilayered thick plates, this paper investigates both zig-zag and interlaminar
continuity eects, i.e. C0z requirements, in the non-linear (in von KaÂrmaÂn sense) dynamics ®elds. The used model,
denoted elsewhere by the acronym RMZC (Reissner±Mindlin, Zig-zag, Continuity) furnishes, as a particular case,
both the CLT (Classical Lamination Theory) and the FSDT (First-order Shear Deformation Theory). Ecient ®nite
element plate formulations of Reissner±Mindlin type have been introduced to derive approximate governing
equations, which are then solved by employing Newton±Raphson linearization and Newmark time-integration
methods. Dierent geometries, loading conditions and layouts have been considered in the numerical part. As for
the static case, it has been con®rmed that the RMZC model improves the FSDT results in the analysis of large
amplitude vibrations of thick plates. In the case of thin plates, both models have led to similar results. Several
examples have shown that CLT, as well as linear approximation, can lead to a poor description of the non-linear
dynamical behaviour of laminated plates. Furthermore, by considering a steady-state solution of damped harmonic
forced excitation, it has been found that in the case of unsymmetrically laminated plates, the linear solution can
over- or underestimate the non-linear results, depending both on the magnitude and type of the applied loading.
# 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The application of advanced high stiness/strengthto-weight composite material systems has played a key
role in the success of the aerospace and aircraft industries. In fact, nowadays a major portion of curved and
¯at panels of modern aeroplanes (e.g. fuselage, wing
and stabilizer panels) as well as space vehicles are
made of composite materials. However, the analysis of
multilayered structures is a complex task compared
with conventional one-layer metallic structures. That is
mainly due to the following three reasons: (1) anisotro-
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pic panels may exhibit coupling among membrane, torsional and bending strains; (2) advanced composite
materials are characterized by weak transverse shear
rigidities; and (3) the discontinuity of the mechanical
characteristics along the panel thickness requires
appropriate two-dimensional (2D) modelling.
Owing to the geometry of laminated structural components, 2D approaches have been extensively used to
describe their response under various loading conditions. When applied to thick panels with high orthotropic ratio, the Classical Lamination Theory (CLT)
and Shear deformation theories of Reissner±Mindlintype (FSDT) have revealed their limits to analyse global and local characteristics, respectively [1]. Such a
de®ciency is mainly due to the fact that these two classical approaches do not describe the zig-zag form of
the displacement ®eld and do not ful®ll interlaminar
equilibria at each interface along the thickness of the
panel. These two aspects, as denoted in Ref. [2], can be
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summarized in the C0z requirements, i.e. C0 continuity
of transverse stresses and displacements (and not of
their derivatives, which are, in general, discontinuous)
along the z-direction. Many higher-order Shear
Deformation Theories (HSDT) have been proposed
with the aim to include totally or partially these
requirements in the analysis. Exhaustive overviews on
the topics can be found in Refs [3, 4], and more
recently in Refs [2, 5].
Very often these structures are subjected to severe
environmental conditions which necessitate the study
of their non-linear response, i.e. large de¯ection, postbuckling, and large amplitude vibrations including
non-linear panel ¯utter [6±11]. The analysis of their vibrational characteristics in the non-linear domain is of
particular interest, as it leads to a better understanding
of the behaviour of laminated structures and thus
enables the full exploitation of their advantages.
Nevertheless, non-linear dynamics is a cumbersome
matter [12] and the interest on tools and results concerning multilayered structures is still increasing. Both
analytical and approximate solution methods have
been applied in the recent past to these aims. A short
review is discussed in the following text. Early results
were presented by Ambartsumyan [13], Hassert and
Novinsky [14], Wu and Winson [15], Whitney and
Leissa [16] and Bert [7]. A more recent, comprehensive
study of the large amplitude free vibration of plates,
using approximate analytical and numerical methods,
has been presented by Sathyamoorthy [18]. Sun and
Chin [19] recognized the eects of bending-extension
coupling in the non-linear plate theory. Flexural vibration of cross-ply laminated plates were analysed by
Chandra and Raju [20], Singh et al. [21] and
Ganapathi et al. [22]. All of these studies were based
on the CLT approach. Large displacements and ®nite
rotations ®nite element, static analyses have been
recently provided by Di and Ramm [23, 24]. Large
amplitude ®nite element solutions accounting for the
FSDT and HSDT theory were presented by Reddy
and Chao [25] and Kant and Kommineni [26], respectively. Both models used in these papers do not address
the C0z .
Anisotropy, higher-order modelling, geometric nonlinearities and dynamics greatly increase the diculties
of ®nding numerical solutions. On the other hand, the
progress made by the computational mechanics in the
last three decades helps very much to subjugate the
mentioned diculties. In particular, ®nite element formulation provides a convenient method of solution for
such laminated composites having complex geometries,
structural damping, arbitrary static and dynamic loadings, as well as support conditions and layouts [27±31].
Ecient formulated plate elements accounting for C0z
requirements (transverse normal stress was neglected)
have been recently presented in Ref. [32]. A mixed 2D

mechanical model proposed by Murakami [33] was
employed. This was denoted by the acronym RMZC
Reissner±Mindlin, Zig-zag, Continuity. It was seen as
the extension of the Reissner±Mindlin model to multilayered plate analysis. It assumes two independent
®elds along the plate thickness for the displacements
and transverse shear stresses, respectively; the displacement model describes the zig-zag form for the in-plane
components, while the stress ®eld ful®lls interlaminar
equilibria. Standard displacement formulation was
enforced by employing variationally consistent constitutive equations between stress and displacement
unknowns, as in Ref. [2]. Von KaÂrmaÂn-type geometrical non-linearities were included in Refs [34, 35] to analyse the stress ®eld in the static large de¯ection and
postbuckling ®elds.
With the aim to investigate C0z and large de¯ections
in the dynamics ®eld, the present work extends the
RMZC model to non-linear dynamics of multilayered
plates. The governing non-linear system of algebraic
equations is solved by employing Newton±Raphson
linearization and the Newmark scheme for time integration. Thick and thin, symmetrically and unsymmetrically, angle-ply and cross-ply laminated plates are
analysed when subjected to in-plane and out-of-plane
dynamic loadings. Shear deformation, C0z and non-linear eects are made evident by comparing the RMZC,
FSDT and CLT, as well as linear and non-linear
results in most of the conducted investigations.
2. Description of the RMZC model
2.1. Preliminary
The geometry, notation and coordinate system of
the laminated plates of Nl layers are shown in Fig. 1.
The integer k denotes the layer number, starting from
the top of the plate. The letters x and y denote the
plate middle surface coordinates. O is the x, y plate
domain. The lamina are assumed to be homogeneous
and orthotropic, and the material is supposed to work
in a linear elastic ®eld. For convenience, several reference coordinates are introduced along the plate thickness: z is the global coordinate along the plate
thickness h, zk, (zk=z ÿ z0k, z0k denotes the distance of
the middle surface of the kth layer from the x±y plane)
denotes the local coordinate along the kth, layer thickness hk, z = 2z/h and zk=2zk/hk are the non-dimensional global plate coordinate and local kth layer
coordinate, respectively. Ak denotes the zk-domain at
the kth layer and yk the orientation with respect to the
global x-axis. Stress, strain and displacement components along the global triorthogonal cartesian system are indierently denoted by subscripts 1, 2, 3 or x,
y, z.
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Fig. 1. Geometry and notation. (a) Multilayered plate; (b) notation along thickness coordinate; (c) kth interface.

According to the von KaÂrmaÂn large de¯ection approximations, the strain components Eij (i, j = 1, 2, 3;
as in the Reissner±Mindlin model, the normal strain
component E33 is disregarded) are related to the displacement components ui (i = 1, 2, 3) as in the following:
fEp g fEpl g  fEpnl g  Bpl   Bpnl fug; fEn g  Bn fug;
dfEp g dfEpl g  dfEpnl g  Bpl   2Bpnl dfug;
dfEn g Bn dfug;
1
where the superscripts ``p'' and ``n'' denote in-plane
and transverse (out-of-plane) components, while subscripts ``l'' and ``nl'' denote linear and non-linear components. The explicit form of the arrays is provided in
Appendix A. The matrix notation has been extensively
used in this paper to concisely handle the governing
equations. The ®rst variation (denoted by d) of the
strain has been also quoted in Eq. (1).
In order to meet the proposal of the mechanical
model presented in the next subsection, both stiness
coecients Cij (i, j = 1, 2, 6) and compliance coecients Sij (i, j = 4, 5) are used in the following form of
Hooke's law:
fsp gk  Cpp k fEp gk ;

fEn gk  Snn k fsn gk ;

2

{sp} and {sn} are the in-plane and out-of-plane stress
components, respectively. The explicit form of the
arrays is provided in Appendix A.

2.2. Displacement ®eld
In order to include the zig-zag eects, two zig-zag
terms are added to the standard Reissner±Mindlin displacement model, as shown by Murakami in Ref. [33]:
9
uk1 x; y; z; U01 x; y h2 zU11 x; y  zk ÿ1k D1 x; y >
>
=
uk2 x; y; z U02 x; y h2 zu12 x; y  zk ÿ1k D2 x; y
>
>
;
uk3 x; y; z U03 x; y
fugk  Eu k fXu g:

3

U01, U02 and U03 are the displacement components of a
point on the reference surface O of the plate. U11 and
U12 denote the rotations of the normal to the reference
surface in the planes x±z and y±z, respectively.
zk(ÿ1)kD1 and zk(ÿ1)kD2 are the zig-zag terms; these
terms have the goal of reproducing the discontinuity of
the ®rst derivative along z at each layer-interface, see
Fig. 2(a). The introduced matrices are written in the
Appendix.
2.3. Transverse stress ®eld
The order of the z expansion for the transverse stresses {sn} is established to be quadratic at each kth
layer, see Fig. 2(b). The assumed transverse stress
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model is [33]:
k
kb
sk13 x; y; z  skt
13 x; yF0 zk   F1 zk R13 x; y  s13 x; yF2 zk 
k
kb
sk23 x; y; z  skt
23 x; yF0 zk   F1 zk R23 x; y  s23 x; yF2 zk 

Notice that the model of Eq. (4) uses six k-dependent
functions: the two stresses resultants Rk13(x,
y) = fAksk13(x, y) dz, Rk23(x, y) = fAksk23(x, y) dz and
the four interface transverse stress values at the top
kt
and the bottom of the kth layer (denoted by skt
13, s23
kb
and skb
,
s
,
respectively).
Furthermore
F
=
ÿ
1/
0
13
23
4 + zk/2 + 3/4z2k, F1=3(1 ÿ z2k)/2 hk, F2= ÿ 1/4 ÿ zk/
2 + 3/4z2k. If the equilibria conditions at each interface
have to be ful®lled, then the following set of boundary
conditions must be linked to the introduced stress
unknowns:
a layer-interfaces
skt
i3 

si3kÿ1b ;

skb
i3

si3k1t ;



sn gk  Es k fXs gk :

4

Eq. (7) leads to the following set of variational
equations:
fdXs gTk Hu k fXu g ÿ Hs k fXs gk   0;

k  1; Nl ;

8

where
Z
Hu k 
Hs k 

Ak

Z

Ak

Es T Bn k Eu k  dz;
Es Tk Snn k Es k dz:

9

b top=bottom of plate
i  1; 2;
i  1; 2;

k  2; Nl

lb
bi3 ;
4sN
i3  s

slti3

k  1; Nl

The bar denotes imposed transverse shear stresses.
Thus, the assumed transverse stresses model is capable
of ful®lling both interlaminar equilibria and the imposed
transverse stress conditions at the top/bottom of the
plate.
2.4. Constitutive equations for the transverse stress
unknowns
In order to eliminate the stress unknowns a {Xs}
reference is made to the method described in
Refs [2, 32], where some of the original ideas presented
by Reissner [36] were used. A short description follows. Firstly, the following equality is written between
transverse shear strains coming from Eq. (1), (subscript
G as geometrical) and those from Eq. (2) (subscript H
as Hooke),
fEnG gk ÿ fEnH gk  0:

)

6

By multiplying Eq. (6) with the introduced stress
model, Eq. (4) (subscript M as model, to distinguish
them from those coming from Hooke's law), then the
following weak form equations can be written for each
layer:
Z
fdsnM gT fEnG gk ÿ fEnH gk  dz  0; k  1; Nl ;
7
Ak

where superscript ``T'' denotes the transposition of
arrays. From these, the constitutive equations of the
kth lamina for the transverse stresses can be obtained
in a form consistent to the assumed models in Eqs. (3)
and (4). In fact, upon substitution of these models,



sti3 ;

i  1; 2:

5

i  1; 2:

The matrix [Hs]k is symmetric and non-singular, while
[Hu]k is singular and non-symmetric; these matrices
were explicitly written in Ref. [32]. In order to impose
the boundary conditions in Eq. (5), it is convenient to
obtain the constitutive equations at a multilayered
level. This was shown in detail in Ref. [32]. As a result
the following constitutive equations are written for
each layer between the introduced stress and displacement unknowns:
tb g:
fXs gk  Cu k fXu g  fP

10

Details on the method used to build the matrix [Cu]k
can be read in Ref. [32]. {Ptb} is a load vector coming
from the imposed transverse shear stress in Eq. (5). In
the following it is assumed that {Ptb} = 0.
3. Governing equations
3.1. Finite element approximation on O
In the previous section an approximated model
along the thickness coordinate has been assumed for
the unknown functions {u} and {sn}. In order to
obtain numerical solutions for various geometrical±mechanical boundary conditions and laminated layouts,
further approximations must be introduced on the
plate domain O. Herein, reference is made to the ®nite
element method (FEM). In such a context O is subdivided in a certain number of elements. Then assumptions are made for the behaviour of the unknown
vector {Xu} in each element domain. As the 2D model
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Fig. 2. Assumed C0z models. (a) In-plane displacements u1 and u2; (b) transverse shear stresses s13 and s23.

has been formulated with C0 continuity, an isoparametric description can be referred. For example, for
the unknown U01 one has:
U01

x; y 

Nn
X
i

Ni x; ZQiU0
1

or

U01

T

x; y  fng fQU0 g;
1

11
where Ni(x, Z) are Nn shape functions (Nn is the number of the nodes) de®ned in the natural plane x, Z, see
Refs [27, 29]. In the isoparametric formulation, the
same shape functions are used for the dierent
unknowns, so that the unknown vector is written as:
fXu g  NfQu g:

12

[N] is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the shape
functions Ni(x, Z), while
fQu g  fQU0 g; fQU0 g; fQU0 g; fQU11 g; fQU12 g; fQD1 g; fQD2 g
1

2

3

is the vector of the 7  Nn unknowns at element level.

dLpl 


The in-plane or bending contribution has been split
into a linear and non-linear part. With the adopted
notations and approximations, introduced step by step,
one has:

d Bpl fugk T Cpp k Bpl fugk dV
d Bpl  Eu k fXu gT Cpp k Bpl  Eu k fXu g dV
d Bpl  Eu k NfQu gT

dfQu gT Kpl fQu g;

15

where [K0l] is the stiness matrix related to the linear
contribution of the bending deformations. At the same
way the shear contribution reads:
Z
V

Z



14

V

dfEpl gT fspl gk dV

Cpp k Bpl  Eu k NfQu g dV

dLi  dLm  dLe

dLi  dLpl  dLpnl  dLnl :

V

Z




where dLi is the virtual variation of internal work, dLe
is the virtual variation of the work done by the applied
external loads and dLm is the virtual variation of the
work done by inertial forces. The variation of the internal work can be split into in-plane and out-of-plane
contributions:

V

Z


Let us consider a multilayered plate of volume V
subjected to external mechanical loads. In the static
case the principle of virtual displacement states:
13

V

Z

dLnl 

3.2. Equilibrium equations

Z

V

Z
V

Z


V

dfEn gT fsnl gk dV
d Bn fugk T Es k fXs gk  dV
d Bn  Eu k fXu gT Es k Cu k fXu g dV
d Bn  Eu k NfQu gT Es k Cu k NfQu g dV

dfQu gT Kn fQu g;

16

where [Kn] is the shear contribution to the stiness
matrix. Global non-linear stiness matrices are
obtained in a symmetric form by referring to the
method proposed in Ref. [37]. According to that the
variation of the virtual work related to the non-linear
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deformations is written as:
Z 
1
dLpnl 
dfEpl gT fspnl g  dfEpnl gT fspl gk
2
V

1 p T p
 dfEl g fsl gk  dfEpnl gT fspnl gk dV
2
Z
 d Bpl  Eu k NfQu gT

3.2.1. Structural damping.
Many possibilities are available to introduce structural damping in the approximate model presented, see
Ref. [29] as an example. In this paper, we use Rayleigh
damping to build the damping matrix from the mass
and stiness matrices at structure level
D  aM  bKl ;

V

where a and b are two constants and the linear contribution to the stiness matrix has been used. Hence,
the dynamic equilibrium at time t reads:

 Cpp k Bpnl  Eu k NfQu g dV
Z
1
d Bpnl  Eu k NfQu gT

2 V
 Cpp k Bpl  Eu k NfQu g dV
Z
1

d Bpnl  Eu k NfQu gT fspl gk  dV
2 V
Z
 d Bpnl  Eu k NfQu gT

 u g  DfQ_ u g  KS fQu gfQu g  fP tg:
MfQ

 Cpp k Bpnl  Eu k NfQu g dV
1
 dfQu gT Kplnl   Kpnll   Kpsl   Kpnlnl fQu g; 17
2
where the initial stress or geometric stiness matrix
[Kpsl] related to the linear part of the in-plane stresses
has been introduced. The factor 1/2 underlines that the
exception made for the initial stress matrix, the nonlinear part of the secant matrix, can be obtained as
one half of the corresponding non-linear part of the
tangent matrix, see the next subsection. Explicit forms
of the derived matrices can be found in Refs [34, 35].
The work done by inertia forces is given by:
Z
dLm  ÿ rk fdugTk f
ugk dV
V
Z
 u gk dV;
 ÿ rk fdXu gTk Eu Tk > Eu k fX
18
V

where rk is the mass-density of the kth layer.
The variation of external work given by distributed
pressure and/or point loads can be written as:
19

where {P(t)} is the load vector equivalent, in the ®nite
element sense, to the applied time-dependent loads.
®nally, from Eq. (13), the approximate form of equilibrium reads:
 u g  KS fQu g  fP tg;
MfQ

23

3.3. Static and dynamic solution

V

dLe  dfQu gT fP tg;

22

If the static case is considered, Eq. (23) reduces to
KS fQu gfQu g  lfPref g:

24

The applied load vector is supposed to be displacement-independent and to be proportionally increased
by means of the load parameter l from the initial
reference con®guration {Pref}.
A standard solution scheme can be obtained by following the straightforward application of the Newton±
Raphson method between the initial equilibrium state i
and the unknown state i + 1 (in the neighborhood of
i). Linearization at the known state i yields (D denotes
®nite variations between the two states i and i + 1):
KT fQu gi DfQu g  DlfPref g  fjres g;

25

where D{Qu} is the increment of the displacement vector and {jres} = li{Pref} ÿ [KS({Qu}i)]{Qu}i is the residual vector of the unbalanced nodal forces.
[KT({Qu})] is the tangent stiness matrix that arises
from the linearization as the second variation of the internal work:
Z
D dLi  D
dfEgT fsg dV
V

Z

DdfEgT fsg  dfEgT Dfsg dV
V

dfQu gT Kpl   Knl   Kpnl   Kps DfQu g
dfQu gT KT fQu gDfQu g:

26

where the secant stiness matrix is:

Then

1
1
KS  Kpl   Knl   Kpnl   Ksl ;
2
2
with Kpnl   Kplnl   Kpnll   Kpnlnl :

KT   Kpl   Knl   Kpnl   Kps ;

27

20

21

The above equations have been written at element
level; they take the same form when written at structure level. In this case, the element arrays are
assembled with the usual FEM techniques.

with the same matrices as found in Eq. (20). Note that
the initial stress matrix [Kps] now refers to both the linear and non-linear part of the in-plane stresses {sp}.
Since the load level l is treated as a variable, an
extra governing equation is required in the form of a
constraint relationship c({DQu}, Dl) = 0. Finally, the
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Fig. 3. Notation used for the applied loadings in the ®nite element model.

following complete system follows:

KT fQu gfDQu g  DlfPref g ÿ fjres g
:
c fDQu g; Dl  0

28

Several forms of the constraint equation have been
proposed in the FEM literature. Reviews can be found
in Ref. [38]. In the following numerical investigations
we will use a constant load increment in each loadstep. The Newmark time integration scheme [28, 39]
widely used in structural dynamics, particularly for
non-linear problems where modal methods are no
more applicable, is here employed. The equation of
motion at time t + Dt is then:
 u gi1  DfQ_ u gi1  KS fQu gi1 fQu gi1  fPgi1 :
MfQ
29
The Newmark approximations for the displacements
and velocities within the time step Dt are introduced,
leading to a standard predictor-multi-corrector scheme.
The values t = 1/4 and g = 1/2 are employed for the
related constants [29].

4. Results and discussion
In order to compare the CLT, FSDT and RMZC
approximations, as well as the linear and non-linear
analyses, several problems have been analysed. The
employed ®nite element technique easily permits to
change loading conditions and lamination schemes.
4.1. Data description
Square plates with dierent values of the thickness
ratio a/h are investigated (a and h are length and plate
thickness,
respectively).
Nine-node
parabolic
Lagrangian type elements have been used [27] and two
regular meshes of 2  2 and 4  4 elements to discretize quarter and full plates, respectively. The used
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mechanical properties of the lamina, with usual
notations [40], are: El=variable, Et=1, Glt=0.5,
Gtt=0.35, nlt=ntt=0.3. Consistent units for both
mechanical and geometrical characteristics are intended
everywhere. The considered cross-ply, symmetrically
and unsymmetrically, laminated layouts are made of
laminae of equal thickness. Boundary conditions are
herein restricted to the simply-supported type. For a
quarter of the plate we refer to: x = 0:
U01=U11=U03=0;
x = a/2:
U01=U11=0;
y = 0:
0
2
0
0
U2=U1=U3=0; y = a/2: U2=U12=0. While for the
full meshed plate we refer to: x = 0, a and y = 0, a:
U03=0; in x = 0: U1=U2=0. The plates are bended by
transverse point loads and/or by in-plane loads along
the y-direction. See Fig. 3 for notations. Both harmonic and step loading conditions will be considered, and
damped vibration in both cases of transient and
steady-state solutions are analysed. The CLT results
are obtained through the application of a penalty technique to the shear correction factor; the value w = 103
has been used. Where not declared, FSDT results refer
to the value w = 1. The transverse displacement and
velocity at the plate centre will be plotted in all the
analyses. Additional data of the presented problem
will be directly mentioned in the captions of the
®gures. Each caption will describe the analysis and
quote all used data, i.e. geometry, mesh, layout, reference loading conditions (the direction of each load is
denoted by a subscript, while the coordinate of the
point where they are applied is denoted in parenthesis),
characteristics of the dynamic excitation (Am is the
amplitude, oe is the circular frequency of the applied
harmonic load, while ti and tf denote the instants in
which a step-load is applied and removed, respectively)
and damping parameters.
4.2. Some preliminary results on linear dynamics and
non-linear statics
Some keypoints of the used model are brie¯y outlined in the following. Table 1 compares the present
analysis to the other HSDT solution [26] and to the
3D solution [41]. Symmetrically and unsymmetrically
cross-ply laminated thick plates with dierent values of
the orthotropic ratios El/Et are investigated. The
RMZC analysis very much improves the FSDT results,
particularly when higher orthotropic ratios are considered. A reasonable agreement has been acquired
with the quoted references, particularly for the symmetrically laminated cases. As is well known [1], the use
of a shear correction factor in the FSDT theory, has
no physical background. Low values of it can lead to
plates more deformable compared with the 3D analysis. In particular, the value w = 5/6 corresponds to a
parabolic distribution of the transverse shear stresses
if, and only if, one isotropic layer is considered. In
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Table 1
p
Comparisons among dierent theories on the not dimensionalized, free circular frequencies o=oh( r/
Et) (thick plate a = 5, h = 1; mesh 2  2; cross-ply)
Nl

4
4
5
5
Ð

El

40
3
40
3
1*

Present analysis

HSDT

RMZC
Ð

FSDT
w=1

FSDT
w = 5/6

CLT
w = 1000

0.4283
0.2521
0.4222
0.2544
0.2113

0.4406
0.2543
0.4410
0.2543
0.2143

0.4175
0.2498
0.4166
0.2529
0.2113

0.6647
0.2813
0.7302
0.2868
0.2316

3D

[26]

[41]

0.3899
0.2495
0.4121
0.2528
Ð

0.3887
0.2493
0.4102
0.2529
Ð

* Isotropic case.

fact, in the isotropic case (shear moduli are calculated
according to the value n = 0.3) one ®nds out that the
RMZC model (which assumes a parabolic distribution
of the transverse shear stresses) coincides to the corresponding FSDT result.
The possibilities of the presented RMZC model to
approach the zig-zag form of the displacement ®eld
along the thickness are shown in Fig. 4. Comparisons
to the CLT and FSDT solutions are presented. These
theories, as well as the HSDT in Ref. [26], even though
they are quite acceptable for the analysis of global
characteristics (maximum de¯ections, natural frequencies, etc.), they can lead to signi®cant errors in the
evaluation of the distribution of stresses and displacements along the thickness of thick plates. An exhaus-

Fig. 4. Distribution of the in-plane displacement u1(0, b/2, z)
along the plate thickness. Comparisons among dierent theories (a = 5, h = 1; mesh 2  2; 08/908/08/908/08, El=40.
Pz(2.5, 2.5) = 1).

tive discussion on the performance of the RMZC
model in linear static analysis can be found in Ref. [32].
The capability of the used von KaÂrmaÂn-type non-linear model to approach large displacements behaviour
in the static postbuckling range, is brie¯y outlined in
Fig. 5. The RMZC, FSDT and CLT results are compared. The plotted load factor scales the reference
loading con®guration described in the caption. A
transverse distribution load Pz has been applied at the
centre of the plate, in order to simulate geometrical
imperfections and to compute the postbuckling range.
A more complete analysis on this topic, including
details on the C0z requirements in the large de¯ection
and postbuckling ®eld, can be found in Ref. [34].

Fig. 5. Postbuckling of a compressed plate. Comparisons
among dierent theories (a = 10, h = 1; mesh 4  4. 08/908/
08/908/08, El=40. Reference loadings: Py(0, 10) = Py(2.5,
10) = Py(5, 10) = Py(7.5, 10) = Py(10, 10) = ÿ 2, Pz(5,
5) = 0.1).
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Fig. 6. Transient of damped forced harmonic vibration.
Comparison between the RMZC and FSDT results in both
linear and non-linear analysis (a = 5, h = 1; mesh 2  2; 08/
908/08/908/08, El=40; Pz(2.5, 2.5) = 1, Pz(1.25, 2.5) = Pz(2.5,
1.25) = Pz(1.25, 1.25) = 0.5. Am=1, oe=1; a = 0.035,
b = 0.034).

4.3. Symmetrically and unsymmetrically laminated
plates subjected to in-plane and out-of-plane dynamic
loadings
The transient forced vibration of cross-ply laminated
thick plates is investigated in Fig. 6. The FSDT and
RMZC results for both linear and non-linear solutions
are compared. The linear theory leads to large errors
even though the maximum de¯ection remains in the
same order of magnitude as the plate thickness. Higher
modes are evident in the non-linear analysis. The
FSDT overestimates the de¯ection with respect to the
RMZC analysis (the frequency of the oscillations cannot be dierent to that of the applied harmonic
forces).
Linear and non-linear results for both small and
moderate amplitude vibrations are compared in Fig. 7.
A cross-ply unsymmetrically laminated thick plate is
considered. The RMZC results have been plotted in
the case of harmonic forced vibrations. Linear and
non-linear results agree very well in the case of small
amplitude, just some dierences can be noted in the
maximum amplitudes. Very dierent results are
obtained in the case of moderate amplitude vibrations.
One notices that in this case the steady-state solution
is not yet reached for the considered integration time.
The presence of higher modes in the non-linear cases
has to be remarked.
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In order to simulate the non-linear free response of
laminated plates, a load step function has been
applied. Results are quoted in Figs. 8 and 9 for linear
and non-linear analysis, respectively. A symmetrically
laminated, thick plate has been investigated and the
CLT, FSDT and RMZC are compared. Owing to the
presence of damping, the oscillations tend to the static
solutions, which in these cases coincide with the undeformed con®gurations. The initial oscillations in the
linear case have a very large amplitude. The CLT
underestimates the de¯ections greatly, furthermore it is
not aected by higher modes. Very small de¯ections
are obtained in the non-linear case. Higher modes are
faster damped compared with the linear case. The frequency of the transient vibration increases in the nonlinear cases. Furthermore, it depends on the used theory. In particular, the dierence between the CLT and
the other two theories becomes evident.
To investigate the behaviour of the three theories in
thin plate analysis, the same problem as in Fig. 8 has
been treated in Fig. 10 for the value h = 0.1 of the
plate thickness. Both the RMZC and FSDT model
approach the thin plate theories, furthermore, as found
in Refs [32, 34] for the linear and non-linear static
analysis, the RMZC and FSDT coincide.
Very usual loading conditions of composites panels
are considered in Fig. 11. An unsymmetrically laminated cross-ply plate is subjected to axial load, as in

Fig. 7. Small and moderate amplitude forced harmonic vibrations. Comparison of linear and non-linear analysis. The
RMZC results (a = 5, h = 1; mesh 2  2; 08/908/08/908,
El=40;
Pz(2.5,
2.5) = 1,
Pz(1.25,
2.5) = Pz(2.5,
1.25) = Pz(1.25, 1.25) = 0.5; Am=0.1 (moderate amplitude),
Am=0.01 (small amplitude), oe=1; a = 0.035, b = 0.034).
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Fig. 8. Transient damped response to step loading.
Comparison of dierent theories. Linear analysis (a = 5,
h = 1; mesh 2  2; 08/908/08/908/908, El=40; Pz(2.5, 2.5) = 1,
Pz(1.25, 2.5) = Pz(2.5, 1.25) = Pz(1.25, 1.25) = 0.5; Am=2,
ti=0, tf=0.5; a = 0.035, b = 0.034).

Fig. 9. Transient damped response to step loading.
Comparison of dierent theories. Non-linear analysis (a = 5,
h = 1; mesh 2  2; 08/908/08/908/908, El=40; Pz(2.5, 2.5) = 1,
Pz(1.25, 2.5) = Pz(2.5, 1.25) = Pz(1.25, 1.25) = 0.5; Am=2,
ti=0, tf=0.5 a = 0.035, b = 0.034).

Fig. 10. Comparison of the dierent theories in thin plate
analysis. Transient damped response to step loading. Non-linear results (a = 5, h = 0.1, mesh 2  2; 08/908/08/908/908,
El=40;
Pz(2.5,
2.5) = 1,
Pz(1.25,
2.5) = Pz(2.5,
1.25) = Pz(1.25, 1.25) = 0.5. Am=0.004, ti=0, tf=0.5;
a = 0.015, b = 0.014).

Fig. 11. In-plane damped vibrations of unsymmetrically laminated plates. Comparison between the RMZC and FSDT
results in the linear and non-linear cases (a = 10, h = 1, mesh
4  4; 08/908/08/908/, El=4; Py(0, 10) = Py(2.5, 10) = Py(5,
10) = Py(1.5,
10) = Py(7.5,
10) = Py(10,
10) = ÿ 2;
Am= ÿ 1, oe=0.2; a = 0.535, b = 0.534).
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Fig. 12. Phase diagram and deformed plate modes related to
the last limit cycle computed. Linear, RMZC case at Fig. 11.

Fig. 4. As the laminate is unsymmetric, transverse
de¯ections arise without any need of imperfections or
transverse loadings [17, 43]. The FSDT and RMZC
de¯ections due to harmonic forced vibrations are
plotted in both linear and non-linear cases. Owing to
the in-plane compression, large de¯ections are made
evident even though low values of the applied loads

Fig. 13. Phase diagram and deformed plate modes related to
the last limit cycle computed. Non-linear, RMZC case at
Fig. 11.
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Fig. 14. Phase diagram corresponding to the steady-state solution. Comparison between linear and non-linear analysis for
the RMZC, FSDT and CLT results (a = 10, h = 1, mesh
4  4; 458/ ÿ 458/458/ ÿ 458/458, El=40; Pz(5, 5) = 1; Am=3,
oe=0.2; a = 0.535, b = 0.534).

are considered. Therefore, in this case, the non-linear
analysis leads to de¯ections larger than those coming
from the linear calculations. As in some of the previous analyses, the non-linear results show the presence
of higher modes. Furthermore, due to the coupling
between membrane and bending strains, the dierence
between the maximum and minimum amplitude values
of the de¯ections is con®rmed [19, 26].
The phase diagrams related to the linear and nonlinear analysis of Fig. 11 have been plotted in Figs. 12
and 13. The RMZC results are considered and, in correspondence to the last period, calculated, the
sequences of the deformation modes (in clockwise
sense) have been drawn. These two plots make evident
the dierent behaviour of linear and non-linear analysis with respect to the deformation modes involved in
the deformation process of the considered thick plates.
As in the static stability analysis of thick plates [42±
46], the dierence between the linear and non-linear
analyses is also quantitative and qualitative.
The phase diagrams corresponding to the steadystate solutions of a symmetrically laminated angle-ply
thick plate have been drawn in Fig. 14. The harmonic
forced out-of-plane loading case is considered. The linear solutions overestimate the plate de¯ections. The
RMZC and FSDT solutions include higher modes in
the non-linear cases. Owing to the larger anisotropy,
the three theories dier more than the cross-ply cases.
In correspondence with low values of the displace-
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non-linear solutions in the case of the RMZC analysis
are compared for two dierent loading cases. In case
A, only a transverse load is applied at the centre of the
plate, while case B adds in-plane loadings. For case A,
the linear solution overestimates the plate de¯ections,
while in case B, it should be remarked that the linear
solution underestimates the plate de¯ections in the tension zone but, for the considered case, there is still a
zone in the phase diagram where the linear solution
overestimates the de¯ections. That is due to the fact
that the in-plane stiness of the plate depends on: (1)
orientations of the load (tension or compression); (2)
the level of the loads i.e. of the displacements; and (3)
the lamination schemes. Such a unique conclusion cannot be drawn.

5. Concluding remarks
The paper has presented the extension to non-linear
dynamic analysis of a 2D model, which, accounting
for C0z , permits an accurate prediction of the mechanical behaviour of moderately thick, multilayered plates.
Approximate governing equations have been written
by referring to the ®nite element technique in conjunction with Newton±Raphson linearization and
Newmark time-integration methods. Numerical results
have been presented for thick and thin plate geometries, cross-ply and angle-ply layout (symmetric and
unsymmetric), as well as in-plane and out-of-plane
loading conditions (the damped vibrations caused by
harmonic and step loadings force have been treated).
Comparisons with linear analysis and both the CLT
and FSDT have been made for most of the treated
problems. From the conducted analyses the following
conclusions can be drawn.

Fig. 15. Phase diagram corresponding to the steady-state solution. Comparison between linear and non-linear analysis for
two dierent loading cases. The RMZC results (a = 10,
h = 1, mesh 4  4; 458/ ÿ 458/458/ ÿ 458, El=40; case A:
Pz(10, 10) = 1; case B: Pz(10, 10) = 1, Py(0, 10) = Py(2.5,
10) = Py(5,10) = Py(7.5, 10) = Py(10, 10) = ÿ 2; Am=3,
oe=0.2, f = 0; a = 0.535, b = 0.534.

ments, because of energy reasons, the dierence
between the velocity in the linear and non-linear cases
decreases.
Phase diagrams are also plotted in Fig. 15 for an
unsymmetrically angle-ply laminated plate. Linear and

1. The used RMZC models, accounting for an accurate description of both the in-plane displacements
and the transverse shear ®eld along the plate thickness, improves the FSDT results in thick plate
analysis. Such improvements are more evident in
the non-linear case compared with the linear one,
furthermore, they are layout-dependent. As in linear
and non-linear static analysis, the good performance
of FSDTs to analyse the non-linear dynamics of
thin plates has been con®rmed.
2. With respect to circular frequencies, vibration
amplitudes and deformation modes, the non-linear
dynamic analysis of thick plates has led to very
dierent results with respect to the linear one. It has
been shown that in many cases, the classical lamination models lead to very poor descriptions.
3. The dierence among the CLT, FSDT and RMZC
models, as well as between non-linear and linear
analyses, is very much subordinate to: (1) loading
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conditions; (2) geometries; and (3) lamination
schemes. In particular, it has been found that the
known dierent behaviour between tension and
compression loading cases exhibited by unsymmetrically laminated plates, is very much subordinate to
both the type and level of the applied loads.
4. The developed ®nite element approximation technique is very suitable to treat dierent geometries,
loading types, layouts and boundary conditions.
Thus, it can be used for the investigation of the various conditions to which laminated panels are subjected in practice.
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 ij Cij ÿ Ci3 C3j i; j  1; 2; 6;
C
C33
C55
C44
S44 
; S55 
;
D
D
C45
S45 
; D  C44 C55 ÿ C245 :
D
The relation between the stiness coecients Cij (i,
j = 1, 2, 6, 4, 5) and mechanical characteristic of the
lamina (Young and shear moduli as well as Poisson
coecients) can be found in Ref. [40]. Naturally, these
formula must be related to the yk orientation of the
®bres in respect to the x-axis.
A.1.3. Displacement and stress models

fXu g  fU01 ; U02 ; U03 ; U11 ; U1<
2 ; D1 ; D2 g;
tk
bk
bk
fXs g  fR1k ; R2k ; stk
13 ; s23 ; s13 ; s23 g:

Appendix A

The elements of the matrices [Eu]k and [Es]k dierent
by zero are:

A.1. Appendix: Explicit form of arrays

22
33
E11
u Eu  Eu  1;
k
27
E16
u Eu  ÿ1 zk

A.1.1. Strain-displacement relations

fugT  fu1 ; u2 ; u3 g;

24
E13
s Es  F0 ;

h
25
E14
u  Eu  z;
2
22
E11

E

F
1;
s
s

26
E15
s  Es  F2 :

The superscripts denote rows and columns of the considered matrices.

fEp gT  fE11 ; E22 ; E12 g;

fEn gT  fE13 ; E23 g;
2

@x

0

0

3

"

@z
6
7
6
7
Bpl  6 0 @y 0 7; Bn  
4
5
0
@y @x 0
2
3
u3;x
0 0
2 @x
6
7
u3;y
6
7
@y
Bpnl  6 0 0
7:
2
4
5
0 0 @y u3;x  @x u3;y

0

@x

@z

@y

A.1.2. Hooke's law

fsp gTk  fsk11 ; sk22 ; sk12 g;

fsn gTk  fsk13 ; sk23 g;

#
;
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